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Abstract :
Green chemistry is one of the most important research topics and has
attracted most of the researchers. The use of green chemistry in chemical
synthesis can reduce the damage to the environment occurred by the use of
hazardous

chemicals.

With

the

increasing

demands

in

relation

to

environmental protection, the use of green chemistry approach in organic
synthesis is desirable. Green chemistry utilizes its own principles that reduce
the use and generation of hazardous substances produced during the
synthesis and also correlates with the environment. The use of green
Chemistry approach based on three principles namely use of greener
solvents, elimination of harmful byproducts and maintenance of atom
economy.
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Research Paper :
Introduction :
In past few decades, the community is polluted with hazardous and
dangerous chemicals. In chemical industries the organic reactions are
initiated by using different chemical reagents. The drainage from these
industries directly mixes with usable water and thus pollutes the environment.
The pollution has received the attention of so many researchers and thus
introduces a new concept i.e. Green chemistry. The green chemistry was first
used in 1991 by P. T. Anastas, for implementation of development in chemistry
and chemical technology by industry. [1]
The main aim of green chemistry is replacement of toxic solvents by greener
one and use of synthetic techniques, separation and purification which does
not require any type of solvents. In organic synthesis solvents play an
important role, it acts as a liquid medium for the reaction and also essential
for the extraction, purification and drying of chemical products. Most of the
organic solvents are hazardous and toxic causing environmental problems.
The prolonged use and high exposure of toxic solvents leads to different
occupational diseases like carcinogenicity. [2]
PRINCIPLES OF GREEN CHEMSITRY:
The green chemistry aims to eliminate the hazardous and toxic waste formed
in the beginning of chemical process and also to protect our health and
environment by inventing a new chemical method [3]. The following twelve
principles of green chemistry provide a way for researchers to implement
green chemistry.

Figure: Principles of Green Chemistry
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Prevention : It is most important for a chemist to carry out organic synthesis by
following pathway so that generation of hazardous or toxic waste is
prevented. By preventing generation of toxic substances we minimize the
hazards of waste storage, transportation and its treatment.
Atom economy : In order to find out the efficiency of organic reaction or
chemical transportation, the concept of green chemistry is introduced by
Bary Trost of Stanford University. Green chemistry is the ratio of total mass of
atoms in desired product to the total mass of atoms in the reactant.
Percent atom economy = Mole. Weight of desired product

X

100%

Mole. Weight of all reactant
To minimize the hazardous or toxic waste, the chemical transformation is
designed in such a way that it utilizes all the materials used in the reaction to
convert into the final product resulting in few wasted atoms.
Design less hazardous chemical synthesis : In organic transformation,
synthetic methodologies should be designed in order to use and generate
substances that possess little or no toxicity to human health and environment.
For a particular transformation number of reagent choices exists. This principle
mainly focuses on the selection of reagents that cause least risk and
generate only useful byproducts.
Design safer chemicals and products : Due to chemical toxicity the designing
of safer chemicals is mostly essential. There is the existence of correlation
between chemical structures i.e. presence of functional groups and the
existence of toxic effects. The new products can be designed that are
inherently safer while highly effective for target application.
Use of safer solvents /auxiliaries: To avoid the generation of hazardous/ toxic
waste use of innocuous solvents should be considered, for example water,
supercritical carbon dioxide. Reduction or elimination of solvents is often
possible while in some cases where solvent is needed, less hazardous solvents
should be employed.
Design for energy efficiency : Some chemical transformations require energy
for

its

completion

which
3

affects

over

environment.

Hence

energy
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requirements of chemical reactions should be minimized for environmental or
economic impacts. If possible, the synthetic methods should be conducted
at the ambient temperature and pressure.
Use

of

renewable

feedstock

:

Whenever

possible,

the

chemical

transformation should be designed to utilize raw materials and feed stocks
that are renewable.
Reduce derivatives : A commonly used technique in organic synthesis is the
use of protection or de-protection, temporary modification of physical or
chemical process which requires additional reagents and thus generates
hazardous waste. Hence such unnecessary derivatisation should be
minimized or avoided.
Catalysis : Catalytic reagents are superior to stiochiometric reagent. They
enhance the selectivity of reaction and extent of conversion to products by
reducing temperature.
Design for degradation : Chemical products should be designed so that, at
the end of their function they break down into degradation products and do
not persist in the environment.
Real time analysis for pollution prevention : It is always important to monitor
the progress of the reaction to know when the reaction is complete or to
detect the generation of unwanted byproducts. Methods and technologies
should be developed so that the prevention or minimization of generation of
hazardous waste is achieved.
Minimize the potential for accidents : The reagents and solvents should be
selectively chosen to minimize the potential for chemical accidents like
explosions, fires etc. These accidental risks may be reduced by altering the
form (solid, liquid, or gas) or composition of the regents.
Solvents :
In chemical laboratories and industry, the use of organic solvents generates
hazardous and toxic waste which affects over the health safety of workers
and environmental pollution [5]. To avoid the toxic effects of organic solvents
the new concept of green solvent is introduced, which is non toxic and
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benign

to

environment

[3,

4].

Result

of

comprehensive

framework

demonstrated by Capello et al on 26 organic solvents have shown that
simple alcohols (methanol, ethanol) are environmentally preferable solvents,
where as the use of dioxane, acetonitriles, acids, formaldehyde and
tetrahydrofuran are not recommendable from an environmental perspective
[6]
Catalysis :
Catalyst is the substance which affects over the rate of the reaction without
taking part in it. Green catalyst plays a very important role in chemical
transformation, by replacing hazardous regents it reduces the environmental
impact as well as cost of the chemical process. The design and application
of a new catalyst and catalytic system are simultaneously achieving the dual
goals of environmental protection and economic benefit. The choice of
catalyst is of prime importance in any chemical transformations. The main
goal of green chemistry is the replacement of highly corrosive hazardous and
polluting acid catalyst with eco-friendly and renewable catalyst. A wide
range of green catalyst i.e. solid acid catalysts are available for the
replacement of hazardous organic reagents ex. Zeolites, clays, sulphated
metal oxides and mesoporous materials.
Applications of Green Chemistry :
A few examples of common preparations are given below and how these
could be safer and environmentally friendly is described.
01) Preparation of 2-cyano, 3-phenyl, acrylic acid ethyl ester
Conventional method :
Non green solvent toluene is used; piperidine is toxic and is not
ecofriendly.KSF is solid acid catalyst which is renewable.

CH2-OH

COOEt
COOEt

piperidine

+
CN

toulene

CN

Greener approach :
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CH2-OH

COOEt
COOEt

KSF
H2O

+

CN

CN

02) Nitration of phenol
Conventional method :
Non green component sulphuric acid is used.

HO

NaNO2
H2SO4

OH

+
NO2

NO2

Greener approach :
Calcium nitrate is dissolved in warm acetic acid and salicylic acid is added
to it, then the mixture is heated and poured ice cold water.
OH

OH
COOH
(CaNO3)2
acetic acid
NO2

03) Bromination of acetanilide
Conventional method :
NHCOCH3
NHCOCH3

Br2
glacial acetic acid
Br

Greener approach :
Acetanilide is dissolved in ethanol and then potassium bromide and cerric
ammonium nitrate solution is added drop wise and stirred for 10 minutes at
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the room temperature. Solution is then poured into water and crystals are
filtered.
NHCOCH3

NHCOCH3

cerric ammo. nitrate
KBr,H2O,Ethanol
Br

04) Preparation of benzilic acid
Conventional method :
Benzyl reaction with KOH and ethanol gives benzilic acid.

O
OH

KOH
ethanol

O

OH
O

Greener approach :
Benzil and solid KOH are powdered in mortar which is taken in dry conical
flask and heated on a water bath for 20 minutes. Then it was cooled to room
temp, dissolved in minimum amount of water and acidified.
Conclusion :
Green chemistry has grown from a small idea into a new approach to the
scientifically based environmental protection. By using green chemistry
principles we can change or modify the conventional methods which are not
eco-friendly. Researchers and pharmaceutical companies need to be
encouraged to consider the principles of green chemistry while designing
and choosing reagents.
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